Tributes, Remembrances, and Volunteer Acknowledgements
July 2018

General Operating Fund
In Honor of
Shirley Litman and Cantor Victor Geigner becoming United States citizens
Margy Crosby and Michael Feinberg
Joel Napp’s Birthday
Madeline Murad Buckley

In Memory of
Lotte Meyer, mother of Olga Butler; and Herman Buxbaum, father of Henry Butler
Olga and Henry Butler
Jerry Rosenberg, brother-in-law of Randi Nathanson and uncle to Hannah and Eli Wist
Randi Nathanson

Cantor’s Discretionary Fund
In Appreciation of
Cantor Victor Geigner, for all of his help in making Sammy Bluming’s Bat Mitzvah so special
Francie and Jason Bluming
Cantor Victor Geigner, for his guidance and support of Rachel Kaplan becoming a Bat Mitzvah
Jill Steinberg and Laurence Kaplan

In Honor of
Shirley Litman and Cantor Victor Geigner, on becoming United States citizens
Margy Crosby and Michael Feinberg
Ginny and Leonard Shulman

We Mourn the Loss of
Barry Sarles, husband of Doreen; father of Leah, Charice, Monique, and Ashanti; brother of Neil Sarles; son of Annette and Sherwood Peizer; and grandfather of Nyveah, Cole, Lila, Zoey, Noah, and Zadie

Thank You
Board Greeters
Heather Camp, Shelly F. Cohen, Barbara Droker

Bulletin Mailing Volunteers
Lovey Cohen, Bernice Harris, Aline Napp
Barry Sarles, husband of Doreen Sarles and father of Leah Sarles
Elaina Rose and David Niekerk

Senior Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
In Appreciation of
Rabbi Ruth A. Zlotnick, and her support as Sammy Bluming became a Bat Mitzvah
Francie and Jason Bluming
Rabbi Ruth A. Zlotnick, for attending the circumcision of James Graesser
Gillian Weiss and Daniel Graesser

In Memory of
Marguerite and Gaston Loebel, parents of Pierre Loebel; and Nina and Morris Selipsky, parents of Felice Loebel
Felice and Pierre Loebel
Rhoda Mittenberg, sister of Barbara Peltz
Barbara and William Peltz
Edythe Vigderman, aunt of Lucy Auster
Lucy Auster

Associate Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
In Appreciation of
Rabbi Jason R. Levine, for the beautiful aufruf ceremony for Flora Franklin and Aaron Calderon
Jeanette and David Calderon
Rabbi Jason R. Levine, for conducting a baby naming for Gabriel
Emily Schlessinger and Hui Li

Beth Weisberg Educators Development Fund
In Memory of
Beth Weisberg, mother of Richard and Jonathan Greene
Rebecca Fox and Robert Heller
The Monday Night Book Club

Homeless to Renter Program Income Fund
In Memory of
Samuel H. Schiller, father of Rosalyn Schiller
Rosalyn Schiller

Temple Endowment Fund
In Appreciation of
Jessica Goldman and Adam Shapiro for your pro bono work reuniting refugee families
Julie Shapiro and Shelly F. Cohen

In Honor of
Mark Liffman, who runs one of “Seattle’s Best Companies to Work for”
Julie Shapiro and Shelly F. Cohen

Music Fund
In Appreciation of
The Temple Beth Am Choir, for providing such beautiful music during Rachel Kaplan’s Bat Mitzvah
Jill Steinberg and Laurence Kaplan

In Memory of
Noah Slonim, father of Marc Slonim
Sylvia and Alex Hayden
Margot Kahn, mother of Ruth Levinson
Ruth Levinson

IRC Diaper Donations
Thanks to Heather Camp and everyone who donated diapers for new refugees through the International Rescue Committee (IRC), and special thanks to Danielle Price for driving them down to SeaTac.

Minyan Leaders
Diana Brement, Marc Mayo, Jo Merrick, Ken Shiovitz

Office Volunteers
Amy Kelman, Carol Reingold, Leah Vetter

Religious School Volunteers
Ben LeMaster

Shamushim
Eila Amdur, Linda Harris, Jerry Lieberman, Connie Rock, Ronnie Shure

Torah Readers
Barbara Droker, Jeffrey Grief, Anya LevySmith, Marj Press, Debbie Robinson, Karen Wolff
Rabbi Jason R. Levine, for his guidance and support of Rachel Kaplan on becoming a Bat Mitzvah

Jill Steinberg and Laurence Kaplan

Rabbi Jason R. Levine, for leading thoughtful and thorough Downtown Lunch & Learn lunches as well as all who participate

Gail Gatton and Mark Wittow

Sheldon Biback, father of Cheryl Piha; and Virginia Piha, mother of Josef Piha

Cheryl and Josef Piha

Go to our Giving page to learn more about our tributes or to make a tribute or special fund. You can also contact Director of Development Davida Sims for information on creating a named fund.